To solve the problem of mechanisms' delay in early warning for unexpected public security incidents, this paper proposed a highly effective time series sparse representation for determining early warning for public incidents on the basis of position and reinforcement learning. Fractal and sparse were introduced to denote multi-dimensional time series, which effectively reduced the dimensions of time series while avoiding their distortion. Reinforcement learning was used to build the model of early warning for public incidents. Paths to anomaly series or early warning for public incidents were obtained by the agent through iteration training. Then weight parameters of neural networks were analyzed for the determination of early warning for incidents. Simulation showed that under this algorithm, convergence happened when the number of steps was in the range from 500 to 800, 37.5% smaller than that when using the original data. This result of the experiment demonstrated that this method greatly improved the efficiency of early warning for public incidents.
Introduction
In recent years, mass emergencies in taxi industry become increasingly severe such as taxi drivers' strikes, appealing to higher authorities for help, and conflicts. The urgency of such emergencies is that it may trigger larger-scale conflict nationwide. Reality shows that complete traditional way of experience-based management, simple punishments like fines and confiscation of property, and postevent responses now cannot cope with relevant mass emergencies in an effective and timely manner. Therefore, it is undoubtedly highly valuable both theoretically and practically to construct an early warning model to prevent such conflicts with information about conflict triggering by finding the correlation between key factors and emergencies and digging up possible potential emergencies from considerable time series generated by travelling cars.
Threats to Public security are not presented instantly but evolve with time. If signals of faults could be captured before the occurrence of events, the early warning system for threats can detect anomaly as soon as possible and take early warning measures after comparing abnormal data with normal ones [1] . Hence, how to make use of considerable historical data to obtain dynamic parameter weight in public events and to predict the occurrence probability of public events is the technical issue of this paper.
The advantages of the proposed method in this paper for determining dynamic parameters of the early warning model are as follows:
First, public events were denoted by time series, which were then dimensionally reduced. After the dimension reduction, the time series met the principle of no false negative [2] , which meant that the treated data still satisfied the lower bound lemma:
The Euclidean distance between time series after the treatment of dimension reduction should not be longer than their original distance. In the above lemma, q denoted query sequence; s, random series in the time series cluster; DF, the distance between two spatial time series after dimension reduction; and D, the real distance between the two time series.
Second, reinforcement learning was integrated into the public events early warning, and training and learning were conducted to improve the accuracy of weight parameters.
Third, experiments in this paper were realized by devised hardware, which increased the speed of agent exploring and searching.
Relevant Research
Early warning index systems and emergency early warning mechanisms have been a research topic for many scholars all over the world. The following presented some selected and relevant viewpoints and research results.
Research on early warning index systems for public crises and early warning models have long started in western countries, and western economists, sociologists, and scholars in politics have already contrived a series of social risk index systems [3] . For example, American professor F. T. Haner proposed national risk assessment index, also known as "Forland Index", which comprehensively reflected political, economic, and social risks.
From the beginning of 1990s, Chinese scholars turned their attention to early warning index systems and early warning mechanisms and performed a series of research. Song Linfei [4] constructed "China's social risk early warning index system", which had 49 sub-indexes in five risk areas including economy, politics, society, natural environment and international environment. Yan Yaojun [5] conducted an exploratory empirical study and framed "social early warning index system". Li Jiajing [6] presented a taxi early warning system.
Sound denotation methods for time series can improve the efficiency of anomaly detection. Traditional methods include discrete Fourier transform (DFT), discrete wavelet transformation (DWT), dynamic time warping (DTW), and the modified DTW by Movchan [7] . This method either classified the area of low density as anomaly, or failed to detect certain anomalies.Dazhi Jiang [8] proposed time series prediction method is the commonly used one for building models for early warning.The best parameters for classification model were explored for the effective prediction.Luca Piciullo [9] proposed the optimal percentile combination to be employed in the regional early warning system, i.e. the one providing the best model performance in terms of success and error indicators, is selected employing the "event, duration matrix, performance" (EDuMaP) method.
Time Sereis Representation
In this section, the emphasis was placed on the method for determining dynamic parameter weight. At the beginning, a brief introduction to fractal theory and sparse representation and denotation of time series' position information was given.
Sparse Representation Based On Fractal and Denotation of Multi-Dimensional Time Series' Position Information
Studying the fractal characteristics of time series can provide analyses and predictions about the features and patterns of time series from a new perspective. The rescaled ranged analysis, also known as R/S analysis, in fractal theory is a statistical method for long-term recording of natural phenomena. It can be used to predict time series with fractal characteristics, find out changing patterns, and predict their developing trends.
Suppose the time range is T and t} { is the observation of natural phenomena at the discrete integer time t, then they can be denoted as followings:
And from the above formula, we can obtain cumulative deviation:
Standard deviation (SD):
The experiment-based relational expression: In this paper, the collected historical data included those of buses, taxis, and non-motorized vehicles at intersections. To be more specific, the historical data of buses included their longitude and latitude, number of buses, number of stops, arrival and departure time, number of lanes, state of having bus lanes or not, distance between stops, and number of intersections; those of taxis consisted of the longitude and latitude shown by taxis' GPSs in real time, speed, calculated traffic volume in a circle, average speed, and occupying rate; and those of non-motorized vehicles at intersections comprised traffic volume in certain time period, waiting time, and others. They can be denoted in the following equations.
where, t denoted time B , the time series of buses; T , the time series of taxis; and N , the time series of non-motorized vehicles.
Dimension Reduction of Time Series
First of all, normalization of time series' position information was performed by utilizing fractal denotation of the position-based multi-dimensional time series of the travelling cars. Here, zeroscore standardization was adopted to treat the data. The conversion function was ) /( ) (
Of which, mean was that of all sample data and SD was that of the same. The 3-dimensional data after normalization were converted to 3-tuple data of time period, 2dimensional road map, and traffic change sequence. The time series of buses, taxis, and nonmotorized vehicles were further denoted respectively as follows: 
where, i t represented a self-defined fixed time period;
vi M , road map information of a specified intersection at ti time period; and vi non-motorized vehicles at the intersection of Lishan road and Jiefang road from August 1, 2017 to December 30, 2017.
Considering space limitations, details of treatment were skipped here. Next, presupposition of environment was made on the basis of the treated time series. Reinforcement learning was conducted to search for public events of early warning from the 4-dimensional time series according to the reward and punishment mechanism. The agent was rewarded when it found the marked early warning labels. The memory model then memorized the agent's path, which was the abnormal series, namely the uncertain conditions of the occurrence of public events of early warning. The experiment results were shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2 . It was found that with the increase of training, overfitting happened as demonstrated by the enlarging range. In Fig.1 , the x-axis was the number of steps in iteration training and the y-axis was the cost function. Figure 2 was the convergence steps the agent took to search for paths in the early warning model when fractal theory and reinforcement learning were not applied. It was found that convergence took place when the number of steps was in the range from 800 to 1000. This experiment demonstrated that the application of fractal theory and reinforcement learning were effective in determining the dynamic parameter weight in the public events early warning model.
Conclusion
In the age of big data, people are no longer deceived by false appearances or restricted by the logic of "why". Instead, attention is turned to pure relation and correlation [1] . In this way, it can construct a defensive system of early warning for dangers [1] .
